
ANALYTICS WITH IMPACT

To understand how to use Gapsquare

to analysis reward and compensation

structures in your organisation

To use analytics to improve reward

and compensation structures 

To improve diversity and fair pay by

rethinking how reward and

compensation structures work

AIMS & OBJECTIVES

Any questions? Get in touch at hello@gapsquare.com
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Reward and Compensation refers to the different types and elements of remuneration, on top

of a base salary. These include allowances, benefits in kind, bonuses, share-schemes,

pension contributions and more. Whilst pay gap reporting legislation can often be specific

about which pay and reward elements are included in calculations, looking more widely at

reward and comp shows how nuanced choices by individual employees affect overall pay

fairness, and how often reward and comp structures favour particular employee characteristics.

The Pension Gap refers to the difference in pensions (either contributions made, or in

drawings, or in lump sums) across different employee groups. Research shows that the way in

which employees from certain employee characteristic groups choose to contribute to their

pension largely differs, and because of the way in which pay gap reporting legislation works in

some countries, it can artificially lower the overall pay gap.

Unconscious Biases are social stereotypes about certain groups of people that individuals

form outside their own conscious awareness. In this context, they can look like an affinity bias

(feeling as though we have a natural connection with people similar to us) and confirmation

bias (our unconscious tendency to confirm our own opinions and pre-existing ideas about

people). They affect the recruitment and progression of equality groups.
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Mapping your reward elements 

Pension
Share schemes
Long term incentives
Flexible benefits
Childcare vouchers
Car allowances vs cars as a benefit in kind
Cycle to work schemes
Benefits in kind
Comission

In order to see your reward and compensation
gaps, you must map at least basic pay and
one other reward component (i.e. salary
sacrifice or allowance). You'll get the most out
of this functionality if you map as many reward
elements as possible.

We recommend looking at gaps across:

Not sure how to map your data?

Find out how here >

According to the Equality and Human Rights
Commission, the term Equal Pay actually does
not just refer to pay; it refers to all
contractual terms that an employer provides
their employees. On top of basic pay, this
also includes allowances, pension and
benefits. Therefore, looking at just your
overall mean pay gap is not enough. You
could have a very low mean unadjusted pay
gap, yet have large compensation gaps for
certain reward elements.

Looking at gaps within different
compensation elements will enable you to
build compensation structures which work
well for everyone, don't hold biases and
improve pay parity in your organisation
overall. 

Why it's helpful

Any questions? Get in touch at hello@gapsquare.com

You can now use the Reward Elements section on the dashboard to analyse and review
reward and compensation structures in your organisation.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSP-fLjdTk0
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/advice-and-guidance/what-equal-pay
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/advice-and-guidance/what-equal-pay


This tile shows the total
compensation of all employees
and the proportion that each
reward element makes up of
total compensation i.e.
summing up all pay elements
of all employees and then
calculating the percentage
that each reward element
makes up of that.

It is useful for understanding
how much of pay is made up
of reward and comp elements,
and how much is basic pay.

Any questions? Get in touch at hello@gapsquare.com
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This pie chart tells you which
reward elements contribute the
most to your unadjusted total
compensation pay gap. For
example, if you’re looking at the
gender pay gap, and bonuses are
the largest positive contributor to
your unadjusted gap, then this
means that bonuses for male
employees are larger on average
than bonuses for female
employees. Knowing this, you can
take action to address the reward
structure of bonuses within your
firm.

Understanding the dashboard
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Compensation gaps 

This tile allows you to see what your pay
gap is when you look at each reward
component in isolation (the bar chart) and
as a total compensation (Total).

For example, the Basic Pay Gap of 27.32%
is the pay gap when only basic pay is
chosen/ticked.

The commission pay gap of -17.72% is the
pay gap when only variable pay is
chosen/ticked.

The Total at the bottom of the chart is
when all compensation components are
mapped in i.e. the Total Compensation
gap.

The pay gaps for each component on the
chart do not change when variables are
unticked on the Reward Selection tile
(unmapped), unticking will only change the
total compensation pay gap.

Reward Selection 

Unticking one of the components will remove it
from the chart on the left and will change the
total compensation gap. It will not change the
other pay gap numbers of the other
components on the chart.

Once you have ticked which reward
components you want to analyse, the see more
button will take you to the Detailed Analysis
section of the FairPay App. It will have
automatically mapped in the pay elements you
wish to analyse from which components you
have ticked in the Reward Selection.

You can look at remuneration elements in
isolation by ticking just one of them in Reward
Selection and then clicking see more which will
take you to the Detailed Analysis page on the
app where that remuneration element is
mapped as pay only. For example, if you tick
Pension only then the see more  button will take
you to your Detailed Analysis page and show
you your pension gap only.

Any questions? Get in touch at hello@gapsquare.com
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Any questions? Get in touch at hello@gapsquare.com
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Negative compensation gaps 

A negative compensation gap means
that your comparator group receives
more of a specific reward element than
the reference group. For example, if
you have a negative allowance gap for
gender, then women earn more
allowance than men on average.
However, if you were looking at a
negative salary sacrifice gap, then this
means women sacrifice more of their
salary than men. This is a common
trend, as women often take salary
sacrifice for benefits like childcare
vouchers.


